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Message from the President
Another summer has
come and gone, and
what a summer it was.
Even though parts of
our fair province saw
snow around the end of
June, July and August
shaped up quite well
for many who enjoy
the outdoors.
As it does every year
the paddling season,
was kicked off with
PNL's annual retreat.
Although the weather
wasn't ideal, we managed to accomplish most of what we
intended before Mother Nature intervened in the form of
wind and rain (but thankfully no snow). We were
fortunate this year to have Dave Wooldridge, a world-class
canoeist, attend as our guest speaker. From all reports he
was an excellent teacher, exceptionally skilled and
passionate about paddling. It seems that retreat numbers
are getting smaller every year. At a recent meeting board
members pondered whether this event had run its course.
One of the suggestions made was to solicit feedback from
the membership on this question. This is a great idea,
which will be passed on to the new board for their
consideration.
Personally, the highlight of my summer was successful
completion of the Level 3 Kayak Course in Burgeo, taught
by Richard Alexander of the Newfoundland Kayak
Company. Club members Cathy Carroll (who has written
more about the course in this issue) and Shane Bailey and I
drove to Burgeo and spent four days on (and in) the water.
It was a fantastic experience. After almost 60 years on this
earth, I can honestly say completion of this course was one
of my most satisfying accomplishments. PNL is so

fortunate to have an instructor of Richard's caliber as a
resource; he is extremely qualified and a great teacher. As
an added bonus, the last night of our course was capped
off with an impromptu good old fashioned kitchen party.
This past June PNL organized a Swift Water Rescue Course
that saw twelve of our paddlers trained in whitewater
rescue. The course was taught by Jim Coffey, the owner of
Esprit Rafting in Ontario. All participants spoke highly of
this training.
Board member Rod Drover organized our Wednesday
night paddles this past summer; one again, they were a
great success. This event initially targeted canoeists, but
this summer saw many kayakers participating as well.
Many of those attending were paddling smaller boats
suitable for inland waters. This has confirmed a trend that
many of us have noticed in recent years; there are lots of
people who simply want to paddle on a local pond or at
their cabin. The board recognizes this and will be
discussing ways to provide these paddlers with
developmental and recreational opportunities. Our regular
sea kayak paddles were also well attended this past
summer. The Conception Harbour and Aquaforte paddles
each had 25 paddlers in attendance. Our overnight
camping trip had to be canceled, however, due to high
winds. This was a great call by the lead, Cathy Carroll;
safety will always be our primary consideration.
I would like to thank last year's Board for their
contributions and support. Special thanks to Ron Schwartz,
Rod Drover and Alison Dwyer who stepped down from the
Board. I am delighted to announce our new members,
Bobbi Bailey, Peter Brown and Chris Smith for
volunteering their time to continue the work of the Board
on behalf of the membership.and the planning cycle for
next season will commence. I hope you all have a good
winter pursuing your favourite activities.
Dave Hickey
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Club News
201 8 Retreat
The Annual Retreat took place again at Splash N’ Putt
cabins this past Victoria Day weekend and was attended
by approximately 45 people. We kicked off the event with
our Friday night icebreaker and registration. Planning any
event for a May 24th long weekend in Newfoundland is
always a gamble. You never know whether you should
bring shorts and sunscreen or long underwear and mittens.
The sea kayak paddle took place on the Saturday, since it
was the most favourable day even though there was a 25
knot wind. As a result we sought protection from the wind
in Newman Sound and had a great afternoon on the water.
On Sunday we took to Sandy Pond for the skills clinic but
only made it till lunch, when the weather gods frowned on
us with the rain, and the wind picked up considerably.
Sunday night was the banquet with a wonderful meal
prepared by Gertie Brown of Gertie's Galley in Eastport,
followed by a slide show presentation from our guest
speaker, Dave Wooldridge. Dave regaled us with his
exploits in China, where he was asked to teach canoe
course. He is the first person to offer a canoe course in
China!
The banquet also saw PNL member Darren McDonald
presented with the Jim Price Passion for Paddling Award.
Darren was selected from a pool of worthy candidates.
Darren is long time member of PNL, and has attended
every retreat since it began. Every spring he runs the
whitewater component of the event, so he has trained and
guided numerous paddlers over the years. Those who
nominated Darren praised his enthusiasm and passion for
paddling. PNL is lucky to have him as a resource.
Darren McDonald receiving the Jim Price Passion for Paddling
Award at the 2018 retreat.
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This year we were fortunate to have a world class guest
paddler as guest speaker. Dave Wooldridge is the founder
and owner of Ridge Wilderness Adventures, based in
Abbotsford, British Columbia. I had the pleasure of being
Dave’s tour guide and roommate during his stay in
Newfoundland and got to pick his brain on many aspects
of the paddling business. The first thing I have to say about
Dave is that he is someone I look up to - literally. I’m 6’2”
so there aren’t many people taller than me, but Dave is
6'6". He started Ridge Wilderness Adventures in 2005 at
the ripe old age of 23. He talked about getting a loan to
start his company at an age when most people are thinking
about buying their first new car.. Thirteen years later, he
hasn't looked back. His company is still going strong and
he has put more than 1 00,000 people through his various
programs. Dave’s pedigree is impressive - too much to
include in this article. But a few details include teaching
all over North America, as well in China, England and
Wales, and serving as a member of the Wilderness First
Aid Technical Advisor Group of the Red Cross. Narcissus
Walsh, a long time PNL member and no slouch in the
paddling department himself, said Dave's enthusiasm was
evident in his conversations with the canoeists who had
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the pleasure of his instruction, and that all of the paddlers
came away realizing how little they knew and how much
opportunity there was for improvement.
As the president of PNL I was most interested in how we
get people interested in paddling. His answer was simple;
“put bums in boats.” He elaborated on this, explaining
that when he teaches a basic canoe course, he has the
students in the boats within minutes. He talked about
watching others teach courses, seeing them lecture for
quite a while before getting onto the water, whereas he
wants them in the boats paddling as soon and as much as
possible. My motivation for asking him this was to seek
out ways for PNL to get more people involved. This seems
simple - we will have to get more bums in boats!
I first attended the retreat in 201 6 and since then
attendance has decreased. We have discussed at board
meetings whether the retreat might have run its course.
This past winter, during one of our Tuesday night pool
session debriefings at the Guv’nor, Darren McDonald
spoke of annual retreats with 1 60 participants. Has the
retreat in fact, run its course? That’s something only the
membership can answer.
There are no plans to
discontinue it at this time but if numbers continue to
dwindle we may have to have that conversation. Your
feedback would be appreciated.
Dave Hickey

Wednesday Night Paddles: open to all
For those “in the know,” there have always been
opportunities to join fellow paddlers and enjoy some time
on the water. PNL has provided some of those
opportunities, but we have perhaps been somewhat lax in
expanding the base of potential paddlers who might like to
join us. We need to put more people “in the know.”
The club organizes paddles throughout the year from May
to October and there are even members who set out in the
other six months as well. We officially start the season with
our retreat on the May 24 weekend. By the first week of
June we are planning evening paddles, day trips and
overnighters for the summer months.
Some of the trips are limited to certain craft, as for example
kayaks only on most ocean trips, but we frequently see
both canoes and kayaks at some of our organized paddles.
This is especially so of our Wednesday evening paddles.
I don’t know when Wednesday evening paddles were
initiated but they were popular back in the days when
there were separate clubs for canoeing and kayaking. At
that time these paddles were organized for canoeists to get
together on the water, go for a paddle and then socialize at
a nearby coffee shop, nearly always a Tim’s. For several
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years there was a similar event on Monday evenings at
Octagon pond for kayakers.
Wednesday evening paddles are changing. The last two
summers we have seen an influx of sea kayaks and smaller
recreational kayaks. Last summer most paddles saw more
kayaks than canoes. When we combined Tumblehome
and KNL to form PNL, we did so with the intent of having
more activities where paddlers from both disciplines could
do more together, and these weekly evening paddles are
living proof of that.
This year the schedule for the paddles will be on the
website and on our Facebook page in the spring, hopefully
in April. The first paddle will be Wednesday, June 5 on
Second Pond, Goulds. Get the word out - the more, the
merrier!
See you on the water!
Alan Goodridge

Save the date!
J anuary 30th: Paddling North: 3060 kilometres from Jasper
to Tuktoyaktok. Presenter: TA Loeffler

February 20th: Canoe trip, 54 days, across Northern
Saskatchewan and Manitoba to Hudson Bay: Presenter
Herman Perry
May 1 7-20, Retreat: Terra Nova Park: Guest instructor is
Santiago Burrueta, Quebec kayak instructor with world
wide paddling experience.
Skills School: The 49th version, end of May/first week of
June
June 5, after work: Evening paddle for all, Second Pond,
the Goulds
Additional information will be posted on PNL's website, on
Facebook, and emailed to the PNL list.
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Try Canoeing in Central!
Andrew May's on his way home from work, ready for any kind of adventure - at least
once he gets that tie off!

Three short river segments in central Newfoundland South Brook, West Brook, and Sheffield River – offer
unexpected opportunities to get your canoe or kayak on
the water. They are all less than five kilometres in length
and are some distance from where most paddlers reside.
Consequently, they are seldom paddled or even
considered, despite ease of access and proximity to the
TCH.
In my case, work travel puts me near these rivers, and got
me thinking about the logistics of short after-work
explorations by solo canoe on the way home. I hope that
some readers add a paddle to their itineraries on your next
drive between Grand Falls and Deer Lake. Unless you are
in a group with a second vehicle, though, a bicycle stowed
at the pullout or a pair of running shoes in a dry bag are
part of the plan for the three "roadside attraction" paddles
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featured here, so plan ahead!

South Brook
This run is approximately 4km from South Pond near Kona
campground to salt water. At the top the river is wide,
with good waterfowl habitat and some rocks to avoid.
Further below, the river constricts and speeds up to easilymanoeuvred class 1 and class 2 rapids and waves up to
50-70 cm at moderately high water levels. A small
channel to river left below the TCH bridge opens onto a
lovely pond and gives one the sense of dis-covering a
secret place. Despite the proximity of the com-munity, it is
a lovely river and the white water is en-joyable. I lock my
bike to a guard rail in the town of South Brook near the
river mouth and start paddling at the access to South Pond
just east of Kona Campground.
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West Brook (or Riverhead Brook)
This is a 3km paddle from West Pond to Hall's Bay near
the community of South Brook. This river is smaller and
has less of the "pop and fizz" of the nearby South Brook.
Like South Brook, the river is wide and slow with plentiful
waterfowl at the top. At high water it is the conservative
choice. I have run it at the top of its banks plus, and
found it to contain 50 cm waves and no difficult
manoeuvres. Access is via West Pond resource road; take
out is at Halls Bay with many options. Perhaps the best of
them is on West Bottom road, due to private property
uncertainties on the north side access. I found it to be
easily navigable in solo canoe but in a tandem there would
have been a bit of bump and grind in low water.

Sheffield River
A solo run on Sheffield is a truly adventuresome
undertaking that I approach with a great deal of caution
and focus; in particular when lining is necessary I test
every step. But with its rocky red cliffs and numerous
white pines, this is a little jewel of a river. The drop from
Sheffield Lake to Birchy Lake is about 1 0m over 4km or so.
This river begins with a lovely mini canyon ending with an
L bend to the left and a tricky rapid with ledges and a big
boulder in the centre channel. There is a trail along the
top of the canyon on river left. High water may well make
for tricky egress and caution is quite appropriate. There
are five ledgy falls of 1 m or so in elevation change.
Paddling on my own at low water only, I have portaged
South Brook
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these ledges with a 9.5' solo boat that is relatively easy to
move about in the woods. On one occasion at while
alone I avoided the canyon just after the outflow from
Sheffield Lake by bushwhacking 400m from the main
woods road. The last 500m of road access to the input at
the outflow from Sheffield lake requires an SUV or great
care and some risk if in car. About 1 km above the TCH
bridge is a really great swimming hole with a deep pool
and red rock cliffs. The take out can be at the bridge or at
Birchy lake. Road access to Birchy Lake is on the west
side of the river from the TCH. I would be interested to see
what kayakers make of this river at high water.
I am an intermediate river paddler, and I always wear a
helmet and cold water gear for warmth and protection
when solo. That influences my assessment of the risks
involved on these runs. If you want to check out them out
yourself, you'll want to consider them in the light of your
own skills, and take safety precautions accordingly.
Have some great runs!
Andrew May

West (or Riverhead) Brook

Sheffield River
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There may not be a sea - but you can still
sea kayak in Saskatchewan!

As some of my Newfoundland and Labrador friends and
acquaintances know, I moved to Regina, Saskatchewan in
September 201 6 after accepting a position with the
Saskatchewan government. I brought my P&H Capella with
me in the hopes that I would be able to find some lakes to
paddle on here, and fortunately I did. Friends of ours have
a cabin about 30 minutes from Regina at Regina Beach, a
town located on Last Mountain Lake. I keep the Capella
there and paddle the lake occasionally. It is pleasant
enough, but when the weather is nice in the summer there
are far too many power boats to allow for the peaceful
atmosphere I often seek. As well, during most of the
warmer months the water is fairly stagnant with a lot of
algae.
I have also paddled on Wascana Lake, located in the
middle of Regina at Wascana Park, home to the legislative
building and grounds. While quite conveniently located
and a haven for water fowl, it too is a fairly stagnant piece
of water, being a manmade lake in a low lying marshy
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area. Nevertheless, it provides a beautiful centre for the
park and I paddle there often.
The Capella is plastic and a bit heavy for the old back, and
given my frequent trips to Wascana Lake I wanted
something a little easier to lift. I wanted a boat that I could
use in rivers, so I decided to try a crossover. Last spring I
purchased a Pyranha Fusion at MEC. It’s much lighter, it's
comfortable, it has a retractable skeg so it tracks well on
the lake, and it has enough space for me to easily do
overnights.
Since moving to Saskatchewan, I had been wishing for
clean moving water so I bit the bullet and planned a trip
north. I took the Fusion, which had space in the back
hatch to pack gear. My destination was Barker Island, on
Barker Lake just north of Missinipe, part of the Churchill
River system. I packed camping gear and food and headed
out on my first overnight trek on the July 1 st long weekend.
The drive to Missinipe is approximately 7 hours from
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where I live in Regina. I left on Friday afternoon and
camped at Prince Albert National Park, about two hours
from my destination. The next morning I stopped in at
Churchill River Canoe Outfitters (CRCO) in Missinipe and
got some directions and tips from Ric Driediger, the owner
and operator, on how to get to Barker Island.
Ric said it was about two and a half hours from the put-in
on Devil Lake to Barker Island. It took me about an hour
forty-five minutes, and that was with a two trip portage at
Mosquito Rapids and a stop along the way to deliver a
message from Ric to Ron, a camper on the point on
Muchaye Island just as you enter Barker Lake. I did hurry a
bit, since a thunder storm with heavy rain started as I was
about a third of the way across Devil Lake.
After dropping off the note to Ron, I paddled on to Barker
Island and scouted for a place to pitch my tent. The rain
had stopped, and it had dried somewhat, so I wanted to set
up quickly. There were quite a few campers on the island,
but I did find a decent location directly across from the
‘Spawning Channel.’ This turned out to be ideal, as it was
a short distance across to the channel and up to Redneck
Eddy, where I headed after setting up and having some
food.
As I approached the channel there were three canoes
ahead of me with two people in each; one capsized during
its second attempt to ferry up the channel. I managed to
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ferry up to Redneck Eddy and played around there for
some time, ferrying up and down, getting used to my new
boat.
The Fusion passed its first test on moving water with flying
colours. I did not challenge the boat very much, as I was
alone for the most part and did not wish to take a swim
without rescue support. I’m still very much a novice, and
was not going to take undue risks. As much as I wished to
shoot Otter Rapids, I resisted the urge until I return with
buddies who can provide the support I might need.
However, the Fusion did perform well for me on the fast
water and it has the space for adequate gear; tent and
related supplies, food and clothes. I was impressed with
the kayak. If you want a boat that can get you across lakes
(the retractable skeg is excellent for tracking) with relative
ease and still give you some fun on fast moving water, I’d
recommend giving this model a try.
The Otter Rapids, Devil Lake, Barker Lake and surrounding
area is a paddlers paradise. Within the one area there are
rapids of varying degrees in which to practice and play.
The one drawback is the distance from Regina, but my
plan is to return with friends the next time. And if you
make it to Saskatchewan, give me a call, we can go there
together!
Brian Miller
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Kayaker's Guide: Washington's
San Juan Islands
In the upper left-hand corner of the United States, wedged
in between Seattle and Vancouver Island, lie the San Juan
Islands, an aquatic wonderland made for sea kayak exploration. Just across the border from the Gulf Islands of British
Columbia, these gems share much of the same conditions
and features as their Canadian counterparts: the beaches
are easy and plentiful; multiday trips can be planned
around camping or B&B visits; and wildlife, including the
resident orca population, will take your breath away.

The west side is the place to see the resident killer whales,
three different pods that frequent the waters between
northern Vancouver Island and northern California. The
members of J, K and L pods come together in late
May/early June in Haro Strait, between San Juan Island and
Vancouver Island. Although there is never a guarantee of
seeing them, the probability is pretty high if you time your
trip with their schedule in mind. There are, as of this writing, only 74 resident orca remaining. Although birth rates
are constant, the mortality of the young is depressingly
high. Overall numbers continue to drop, a result of fewer
salmon to eat, high levels of water pollution, and the noise
from boats and ships that interferes with their ability to
echolocate the food that remains. Among other things.

There are between 1 30 and 400 islands in the San Juan archipelago, depending on who’s counting. Ferry service is
available to only six of them, so kayaks are an excellent
way to access the others. There is a range of paddling conditions, a little something for everybody it seems. Much of
this area is open water, though, so solid rescue and recovery skills, along with route-finding and navigation, are es- The Northern
sential. The currents are strong
and the water is numbingly cold
You can make all kinds of new friends in
and unforgiving.
the San Juan Islands!
And gob-smackingly beautiful.

The Western Side
Perched at the edge of the country, the western San Juan Islands
contain some of the area's classic
kayaking journeys. Quiet lagoons
and swift currents can be found
here along with secluded campsites and magnificent, imposing
waterfront trophy homes. Sea lions
and porpoises share the water
with luxury yachts. Friday Harbor,
the center of population and commerce in the San Juans, is here.
During the summer months, the
west side is the busy side, with
seaplanes and ferries and tourists
in shiny Hawaiian shirts seemingly
everywhere.
With all that, the area still manages to retain, as if by some sort of
island magic, a quiet dignity that
may be hard to see from land
sometimes, but obvious from the
water. And the paddling is superb.
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Tier
When the glaciers covered this
area they scoured the land underneath them, carving channels and
pools in the bedrock. As the ice
melted and the water levels rose,
the channels filled in with seawater and the tops of hills became
islands. In two short sentences,
that is the geological story of the
San Juan Islands.
But the northern tier is different.
Extending like a barrier arm across
the top of the San Juans, this band
of islands has different origins.
The sandstone shorelines don't
look the same as the blocky cliffs
and the gravel beaches of the others. In some places, the sandstone
coasts have been sculpted by the
elements into free-flowing art,
stone monuments to the power of
water, wind and time.
The land that is now Clark, Matia,
Sucia and Patos Islands was at one
time a riverbed. Tectonic upheaval has thrust portions of this ancient river bottom to the surface,
which is why the shorelines of
these islands look so different
from the others, a continuous
sandstone sculpture carved by
Page 11

wind and water. Most of these islands are part of the state
park system and camping is superb everywhere.
It’s important to emphasize, however, that paddling among
the northern islands requires a level of commitment that
might not be needed in other, less active locations. Wind
and water conditions can render the passage difficult, if not
downright dangerous. While these waters can be calm and
sweet, they are just as prone to the opposite, and long
fetches can combine with strong currents to increase the
hazards past the point of prudence. If there were ever a
place to err on the side of caution, this is it.

The East Side
It is something of a paradox that the islands closest to the
mainland are the least populated, other than Guemes Island, which sits just north of Anacortes and has regular
ferry service. For kayakers, this means that campsites are
less crowded, and trails and beaches are windows on a
greener, quieter world.
Lummi Island, especially the southern portion, is an exciting mix of wild and beautiful shoreline. Reminiscent of a
more coastal environment, feeling further out there than it
is, the rock gardens and tiny islets just off the south shore
Ebb & Flow Fall 2018

are an interesting and exciting place in a kayak. There’s a
spot on the east side of Lummi, one of the many Cascadia
Marine Trail campsites, where you can set up your tent on
a flat spot up and off the water in a steep little cove, and
listen to the orca as they pass in the deep water just offshore.
Even though the eastern islands are closer to the highway
and to the larger towns of Anacortes and Bellingham, they
feel much farther away. In the off-season especially, a trip
through the east side can seem downright wild and exotic.
The real magic of the San Juans comes as you travel among
them and see where each island belongs, where one region gives way to another. While there are many choices
for a good traverse, the paddle from Anacortes to Friday
Harbor on San Juan Island is one of my favorites. It is a
good combination of crossings and coastal cruising, of wilderness and more domestic scenery. Leaving from Washington Park, just west of Anacortes, you can choose to
camp for the night on Lopez Island at the beautiful Spencer
Spit, before paddling over to Friday Harbor the next day.
Or you could you go straight from Washington Park to Friday Harbor, as the distance is as little as 1 7 NM by the
northern route and about 22 NM if you take the southerly
course. From Friday Harbor, you can get on the ferry with
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your kayak and take a free ride back to your starting point
in just over an hour. It will take an understanding of the
tides and currents to really enjoy this trip but either way,
the paddling is excellent and the scenery is incredible.
Paddling around the islands can be a multi-day effort. As
with other trips in the region, currents are the major factor,
and can make the difference between an enjoyable, productive day and a hard slog on the water. Camping choices
abound and while the weather is definitely better in the
summer, an island circumnavigation can be done anytime
during the year, if you don’t mind a little winter wind and
white water.
There are plenty of resources for paddlers planning an excursion among the San Juans. The Cascadia Marine Trail is
a system of campsites throughout Puget Sound and the San
Juans, dedicated to the users of non-powered craft. The
Washington Water Trails Association is a regional nonprofit that maintains many of the sites, and helps increase
awareness about the area’s environmental realities and the
unique opportunities that await paddlers.

For more information on the Cascadia Marine Trail and the
Washington Water Trails Association, including detailed
info on specific camp sites, go to:
https://www.wwta.org/water-trails/cascadia-marine-trail/

Ken Campbell has guided extensively in the San Juan Is-

lands and has written the sea kayaking guidebook for the
area. He is the author of Around the Rock, A Newfoundland Sea Kayaking Journey, which is an exciting account of
his 2000 circumnavigation of our island He currently lives
in the Pacific Northwest and is the Director of the Ikkatsu
Project, an ocean-based non-profit. He has been a member
of PNL since it began.
Contact him at: ken@ikkatsuproject.org

A paddle among the San Juan Islands is the kind of trip that
stays with you long after the boats have been pulled out of
the water, the kind of trip that never truly leaves you. If you
haven’t started planning yet, perhaps it’s time!
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Paddling North

This past summer, Marian Wissink and I paddled our
canoe 3080 kilometres between Jasper, Alberta and
Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories on four rivers: the
Athabasca, the Slave, la Rivière des Roches, and the
Mackenzie. We began in mid May and finished 90 days
later in mid August. We called out expedition “paddling
north” but in reality we paddled in all four cardinal
directions along the way. On day 58 of the expedition,
paddling against a potentially building wind, I thought
about how this expedition shared similarities with climbing
Everest. I’ve made three attempts at climbing Everest and
reached a high point of 7600 metres, in 201 0.
That evening in my tent, while being blasted by wind and
baked by the sun, I was flooded with memories of similar
times on the flanks of Everest. So I asked myself, “How are
the two expeditions alike?”
1 . Both are long expeditions. Everest is usually a 50-60 day
expedition and this one was 90 days.
2. Both involve living in a tent for most of the expedition
with your tent the key to your safety and security. You
depend on a thin nylon cocoon that is both surprisingly
resilient and remarkably fragile. A sudden intense gust can
break a pole, which can rip a hole in seconds if your tent is
not properly secured (sometimes even if it is).
Ebb & Flow Fall 2018

3. Both involve leaving positions of relative security to
move through the landscape, exposed to intense elements
of weather, topography, and water or ice. These intense
environments can change from awe inspiring and easy to
terrifying and life threatening in the time it takes to check
your map.
4. Both at times involve moving through that landscape in
the dark, at dusk, or at dawn, with little sleep. This makes
such movement more challenging than moving in the
daytime, but also more special and rewarding as you are
treated to displays of stars, planets, and the wicked dance
of the sun setting or rising.
5. Both involve staying focused and motivated for the long
haul. Everest requires that you traverse lower camps
repeatedly as you acclimatize to the altitude. Paddling
north requires a marathon most days, then still having to
set up camp. You push through the doldrums when the
weather forces you to sit still, and progress stalls for days in
a row. You must be able to stay positive and committed to
your expedition goals on both easy and difficult days.
6. Both involve spending time away from friends, family,
and support networks in remote locations where rescue is
very expensive and never guaranteed. Current communications technology helps cross this divide, but it can
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be time-consuming and sometimes distracting to keep all
the electronics working, so as to enable such contact
across the miles.

on this mountain or river in the first place, and make the
comitment to go for it, forsaking comfort, ease, and
relaxation for one last big push to the top or the end.

7. Both involve “stay or go” decisions at regular intervals
where you need to assess weather and environmental
conditions as well as health and psychological factors in
deciding whether to push on or stay put.

1 8. It’s much easier to go down than to keep climbing up,
but the views from the summit are life-changing.

8. Both are deeply rewarding, intensely challenging, and
ask you to be the best adventurer / climber / paddler /
teammate you can be.
9. Both (for me anyway) were spiritual quests that
connected me to the landscapes I traversed, regularly humble me to my core, and provide spiritual teachings around
every corner and crevasse.
1 0. Both involve long months of planning and preparation
that are, indeed, part of the expedition.
Then, that night as we faced the final stage of paddling
from Inuvik to Tuktoyaktuk, with winds building and
temperatures dropping, I realized we were setting out on a
“summit push.” I further penned another ten ways in
which this long paddling expedition was like climbing
Everest (or any other large, cold, high mountain).

1 9. The summit is obtained by taking step after step, or
stroke after stroke, for hours and days. Even when you
think you don’t have another step or stroke left in you.
20. The summit is only halfway. It’s important not to lose
the big picture, to keep an eye on the risks, and never to let
that goal mean more than returning safely to climb and
paddle again.
Then one week after setting out from Inuvik, after one last
epic day of 1 6 hours paddling, we reached the outskirts of
Tuktoyaktuk, NWT at 1 :30 in the morning, and celebrated
having taken 2.5 million strokes paddling north. We
reached our summit!
Please join me in the new year, when I will do a slide
show about this most amazing expedition!
T.A. Loeffler

1 1 . Both require specialized clothing to protect you from
the cold (and in this case, the bugs).
1 2. It’s hardest to push to the end / summit / goal through
the haze of acquired fatigue. This fatigue can be intensely
demotivating.
1 3. Just when you are most tired and worn out come the
biggest, longest, hardest, most technical challenges, the
ones demanding the most commitment.
1 4. Many folks around you, some of whom you’ve climbed
or paddled with, will opt not to climb higher or paddle
further and will head home. This can also weigh heavily on
your mind and be discouraging.
1 5. You will often face the most wind, the most cold, and
the most challenging weather nearest the top or the ocean.
(The most bugs too).
1 6. As you climb, the altitude gets higher and hypoxia (low
oxygen) makes you slower. As you paddle a river delta, the
current dissipates and you much work harder for each
kilometre.
1 7. As your summit draws near, your doubt builds. You
question your ability to pull it off, and whether you even
still want to pull it off. Then, you remember why you took
Ebb & Flow Fall 2018
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Level 3 Training in Burgeo
My summer holidays began with an exciting challenge,
Paddle Canada’s level 3 kayaking course. With a focus on
leadership, the course was a 5 day excursion in the Burgeo
area. Burgeo offers fog for navigational skills; wind, current
and rough seas for stroke skills; and isolation for camping
and survival skills. Little did we know how much we
would get out of this experience and the people we shared
it with! We grew as team and as individual paddlers. The
lessons we took back with us keep unfolding.
The course was conducted by our own Richard Alexander,
one of the top five qualified and experienced paddlers in
Canada. I can’t thank Richard enough for his dedication
and sharing his expertise with us in these courses - and his
music, and his Reuben sandwiches. We also had the honor
of meeting an Inuit paddler from Nain, Noah Nochasak.
Noah is young in years, but reflective and wise. He is
doing an incredible job of reigniting enthusiasm for
kayaking among the youth in the North. He came down to
assist Richard as an apprentice kayak instructor for our
course. Noah recently completed his level 4 Paddle
Canada course in Nova Scotia. Congratulations Noah!
The course began months prior, chatting with paddler
buddies who took their level 4 course there two years ago.
Dave Hickey, Shane Bailey and I studied nautical charts of
the area, practiced navigation and stroke skills, calculated
ferrying angles in currents, and planned how to meet the
food and gear requirements. The excursion began with a
two day road trip to Burgeo, the 3 of us carpooling. First
stop was Ma and Pa Hickey’s in Gander for the night. With
the kindest of Newfoundland hospitality and generosity,
we looked forward to seeing them again on the return
home. Boiled beans and toutons on the menu! We felt like
family – thanks Dave and your sweet parents! The next
day, we reached Burgeo and stayed the night in a cabin on
the ocean. We wanted to start the course dry and well
rested. Alain, from Ottawa, was camping at Sandbanks
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Provincial Park in his tent and prefered to stay out in the
thunder and lightning. Andy, from Rocky Harbour, would
catch up with us in the morning.
Saturday morning we met the group at the put-in at
Aaron’s Arm wharf. After loading our kayaks, introductions, and a briefing on the course, we were on our
way to never being the same again. We shared leadership
styles, expedition behavior expectations, and personal
goals for this course. We set out with excitement and a
healthy dose of trepidation, to take on what lay ahead.
The first part of the course included 2 nights camping at
Norman’s Head, to challenge our skills in the tidal race. A
tidal race (or tidal rapid, according to Wikipedia) is a
natural occurrence whereby a fast moving tide passes
through a constriction, resulting in the formation of waves,
eddies and hazardous currents. Well, that sounds like a
great place to paddle doesn’t it?! According to Richard’s
article in the Ebb and Flow (Fall, 201 7) about "The Top 1 0
Places to Paddle in Newfoundland," people have died in
that tidal flow. Because this area is so perilous, the local
fishermen dug out a canal to create an alternate passage to
the ocean. As part of our leadership training, wise
decisions would be imperative at Norman’s Head.
But before heading to our first campground, we took
advantage of the fog and practiced navigating to the
islands that speckle the waters south of Burgeo and
Barachois Bay. Later we stopped at Cornelius Island,
where we would be camping for our final 2 nights. It is
beautiful, with sandy beaches and secluded bliss; we
looked forward to returning after our lessons at Norman’s
Head. We unloaded water and supplies to use in a few
days, and paddled back through Lance Gut, the man-made
canal to Norman’s Head. For about 1 km of this journey,
we walked our boats through the shallow water due to low
tide. That was the wise decision, rather than throwing
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ourselves blindly into the tidal race. We could hear the
rush and roar of the waves crashing the beach on the other
side of the isthmus of Norman's Head as we paddled up
the canal.
After setting up camp, Noah tried to acclimate to our
‘tropical’ weather by taking a long cooling dip in the 5C
ocean. This became a regular thing - we were amazed! He
shared incredible kayaking experiences from the North,
things we can only imagine. Fifty kilometre crossings in
sub zero temperatures amidst ice flows, icebergs and high
seas. Having to a carry a gun for protection against polar
bears. Kayak hunting! We were so fortunate to have him
come and share his wisdom, knowledge and experiences
with us. After a blazing campfire, a discussion of the tidal
race, and a huge day of paddling behind us, we slept to the
sound of the waves. We felt very fortunate to be where we
were, with our companions and new friends.
We took turns in the role of leader. Shane had taken that
role the first day; the next was my day to lead, and in my
mind the biggest day of the course. We also took turns
preparing food; Alain provided the fuel to face the ominous
tide for the first time. Like a pod of whales, we paddled
out together, assessing the conditions. With Noah taking
the lead, we decided to set out wave over wave. We
climbed a succession of about 1 0 waves, each 3-4m high.
It is a scene you don’t forget, at the bottom of a wave,
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looking up to see the airborne bows of your friends’ kayaks
hanging way overhead! As we approached the largest
wave that was beginning to crest, I was grateful to hear
Shane shout out, “you got this Cathy!” With that boost of
confidence, I paddled hard about three quarters of the way
up the wave, when it engulfed me and my boat. I tucked
in and paddled like an otter underwater, focused on
remaining upright as I broke through the other side. A
quick glance behind and I could not see anyone, but after
riding a couple more decreasing waves, I saw the rest of
them making their way through. Two of them had been
tossed, but made successful rolls, one needed a high brace
to avoid being overturned. Andy swears he saw his buddy
Craig’s boat that was lost in this tide a couple of years ago!
At least that was the story he was going to take home.
We were elated, relieved and proud to be a team. The rest
of the day was spent surfing the waves onto the beach of
the isthmus and frolicking with gratitude in the waters that
our glorious province provides. What a great secret is
Burgeo!! The high 5 that Dave gave me that night was the
most meaningful I have ever 5’d in my life - no one died at
Norman’s head today!
Waking the next day, I was thinking that the toughest part
of the course was behind us. But then Richard suggested
we go out through the tidal race again this day, on our way
to Cornelius Island. Inevitably, shock gave way to mental
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fortitude. So, we worked our strokes, skills, rolls, and
ferrying in the current, and practiced different rescue
scenarios, until the tide changed. It was again time to get in
the tidal race and punch out through the waves. We took
the same precautions as the previous day, and knowing
what to expect now, we embraced our inner sailor and
took it on. It was exhilarating! I almost wanted to go
around and do it again - but I wouldn’t say that within
earshot of Richard. :-)
For the second half of the course, we took every
opportunity to navigate in the fog; when it lifted, we settled
into strokes, rescues, and rolls. We hopped from island to
island, calling our navigation the Miffel Method. Miffel
Island is the last tiny piece of land south of Burgeo; if you
miss it, the next stop is South America. Of course you'd
probably realize you'd missed it, and turn around before
you actually reached the coast of Guyana. ;-) Finding
Miffel Island in the fog is the challenge for the next time!
We combined strokes to make specific manoeuvres with
our kayaks. Back when I did my Level 2 course with
Richard in 201 6, we came up with a combination of
strokes for turning and called it the Newfie Swirl. In Level
3, we came up with a combination to zig and zag around
obstacles, and called it the Cornelius Curl. You’ll have to
catch one of us on the water and ask for a demo! ;-)
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The final evening, we were called one by one out to a
grassy point for personal time with Richard and Noah, to
discuss our participation and accomplishments. It was a
funny scene, as though we were taking turn going to the
principal’s office! But what a privilege to receive the
personal and genuine insights from these fabulous guys
and incredible leaders. We each came out of those
discussions larger than when we went in. We gained huge
gems of self discovery that we might not have realized
without them. The assessments were personal "bull’s eyes,"
and I cherish those nuggets every time I am on the water.
As with many celebrations in Newfoundland, we sealed
our time together with a grand kitchen party. Unexpected
musical talents, debriefing stories and anecdotes carried us
well into the wee hours. Who knew Richard and Andy
were closet rock stars? Or Shane a boss on the water tank
drum??? A lifetime of gratitude to Richard, Noah, Dave,
Shane, Alain and Andy! I hope we will paddle together
again.
See you on the water!
Cathy Carroll
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Beginner's gear guide
When we get into a sport, the craziness of the gear list
never ends. When I first got into kayaking and was getting
all kinds of information on the gear I needed and gear I
should have, I quickly realized that this was getting out of
hand, FAST.
And once you get gear, then you want to upgrade, then
something new comes out that you want, then you get that
one-in-a-hunfred situation where it would be nice to have
something so you run out and buy it so you don’t get
“stuck” again. LOL. Out. Of. Hand.
Luckily, I’m pretty creative when it comes to making
things, and somewhat good at finding great deals. I realize
not everyone has a way or even wants to make gear, but
the point of this article is to let you guys know there are
still quality options available to you without breaking the
bank. Some things are great deals I’ve found, some are
things I’ve made, but now and again you’re gonna have to
bite the bullet and spend the bucks!
My first major purchase was a kayak. Then another kayak,
and another one! My first kayak was a 1 2’ rec boat. That
lasted a week, then I returned it for a 1 4’ Necky. That boat
was pretty good but I was brand new to kayaking and
didn’t know what I wanted at the time. Once I met some
people and got into sea kayaking, that boat was history,
and I upgraded again, to a plastic Nordkapp. This is where
I got a bit of a deal, buying it
from The Outfitters as a
demo at the end of the
season. Three years later
I’ve upgraded again to a
fibreglass Nordkapp, just
because I “needed” a shiny
fibreglass boat. So you can
see what I mean about the
never ending list. The best
advice I can give here is to
try as many different boats
as possible before you buy
one!
And make sure you get
suggestions from local people who actually are kayakers, not salesmen, too.
My second major pur-chase
was a drysuit. Anyone can
do what I did and save
yourself more than half the
money of a Goretex drysuit.
I bought kokatat semi drysuit
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at the end of season from The Outfitters for less than $500,
then bought a $30 neck gasket to put in it, and there ya go,
a full drysuit for $500!
Next on the list of savings was a paddle. At the time I used
a Greenland paddle so I bought $20 worth of wood and
printed off some instructions and within a few hours spread
over a few days I had a beautiful Greenland paddle. Heres
the link for how to make your own:
http://www.qajaqusa.org/QK/makegreen2.pdf
Now my buddy Sean says I’m the only guy to ever start
with a Greenland and go to a Euro! LOL. Usually it’s the
other way around. If you are a Euro paddle user,
unfortunately this is one of those bite the bullet things. I
can’t say enough about how much difference it makes to
use a high quality fiberglass paddle. Like a lot of things,
though, if you aren’t in a rush you can find a good deal on
kijiji. I bought my first Werner Shuna Carbon for $250.
Looked brand new. So keep an eye out for the deals.
A camp stove is another common piece of kit with too
many options to talk about. My first stove was an MSR
Pocket Rocket. Excellent camp stove that took up next to
no space. If you do like to do a bit more serious cookng
though, besides oatmeal and soup, I’d really recommend
going with something like the MSR Universal. You can use
liquid fuel or canister fuel
with this stove. With
canister fuel you can get
this stove down to a low
simmer so your cooking
options open up a lot.
Basically you want to look
for a stove with a wide
platform so using your pots
isn’t a balancing act, and
you want something with
good flame control. A great
little set up if you are just
getting started is a stainless
steel MSR Pot, and a BRS
Titanium Stove. That, with
a lighter and fuel tank, and
you're all in for less than
$40. By the way you can
make a half decent lid for
the MSR pot out of the right
size soup can lid.
Another piece of kit that I
saved over half my money
on was a quality tarp. A
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good quality Sil Nylon Tarp is gonna cost a few bucks. But,
if you or a family member can use a sewing machine then
you can save a good dollar here. I made two Sil Nylon
Tarps, one for my hammock, and one just for a shelter or
vestibule for my tent. The first tarp is 1 0’x1 3’ and would
normally cost about $250. I picked up the material and all
the accessories for around $80 shipped from Ripstop by the
Roll, and it's less than half the size packed up as my poly
tarp of the same dimensions. My second tarp was a smaller
6’x1 0’ tarp that would normally run about $1 20 if
purchased; that cost me $40.
When it comes to tents this is another thing where you
might have to spend a few bucks to get quality, and it's
well worth it when you get caught in less than favourable
conditions. I did a lot of research before deciding what tent
to buy. Youtube and online reviews were helpful, but
remember, online reviews are just peoples' opinions, so
you shouldn’t take then too seriously. You have no idea
what kind of experience they had, or what they are
comparing it to, when they call it “AMAZING!” From my
experience, MEC, North Face, Marmot, Vango, Tarp Tent,
and Hennessey are all excellent quality shelters. Not saying
they are the best or anything, I just know from using them
myself or from good buddies who have them that they are
quality and will keep you dry. I got a brand new never
used 3 person Marmot Tent on kijiji a few weeks ago for
$1 80. Retails for $500!!! Keep an eye on kijiji!

the Roll and rated for 0 degrees. Cost me $90.

I could go on and on about the deals I’ve found and gear I
recommend but I’m trying to focus on ways to save a few
bucks and still get great quality. Here is a quick list of a
few more things I’ve made or deals I’ve found:

Skeg: A new skeg is $1 00. I made one out of the same
plastic for $30. They are identical. You guys can get
acceptable results with a jigsaw, drill, and file.

Top Quilt: Made from materials ordered from Ripstop by

Camp Grill: I made one out of stainless steel that easily
comes apart and packs up. Weighs about 22oz.
Camp table: I made one out of aluminum that folds up and
comes apart to pack flat. I got tired of balancing my stove
on rocks so I came up with a table design.

Leki Hiking Poles: I picked these up at Winners for $30,
selling online for $1 20.
Sleeping Pad: I bought a great inflatable sleeping pad on
Amazon for around $50. Almost 3” thick when it's blown
up.
Hiking Backpack: I picked up a Gregory Baltoro 65 for
$1 80 shipped! That's normally a $400 bag. The Last Hunt!
So if you guys are crafty or deal hunters here is a list of
some of the places I have found helpful:
- Ripstop by the Roll
- Amazon/Ebay
- Kijiji
- MEC Gear Swap
- Winners
- The Outfitters or other local shops end of season sales
- The Last
Shane Bailey
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Off the Beaten Track - but close to home

The coves and bays on the Avalon Peninsula have become
like an old, worn shoe to me. It seems like I'm on a first
name basis with every rock on the peninsula. They are
losing their appeal. I wanted something new. Out come
the maps, in particular the 1 :250,000 ones with the bird’seye view.
Granted, there are places within driving distance I haven’t
paddled, but I’m not enthralled by paddling along
shorelines dotted with communities. My eyes fell on St.
Mary’s Bay. Ah ha, a bit further away, Point LaHaye to St.
Vincent’s, with its reputed sea stacks came into focus. It’s
a drive for sure, but with overnight camping it would split
the time in the car.
On the week leading up to August 4th weekend I emailed
the usual suspects. Only Cathy and Gary replied, so on
Saturday we drove to Point LaHaye. There we dropped the
kayaks, shuttled Gary’s vehicle with all the camping gear
down to St. Vincent’s and rejoined Cathy to launch our
boats southwards.
Leaving Point LaHaye, we scooted across Gaskiers Bay.
The first three kilometres were non-descript except for the
verdant pastures of Gaskiers, but then we were into the first
of the offshore rocks. They were small, but it was fun to
paddle through the channels they formed.
At False Cape we were properly into the sea stacks. Those
close to the cliffs required close inspection to determine if
passage around them was possible. A gentle swell from the
south made things interesting, as water was compressed
between stack and shore. Between False Cape and Cape
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English, some 3.5 kilometres as the crow flies, we lost
count of the number of sea stacks.
Rounding Cape English, Cathy, Gary, and I made for the
bridge spanning the outflow from the gut. The swell from
the south and the water flowing out of Holyrood Pond
created standing waves and an interesting paddle into the
gut, witnessed by a crowd of people on the beach. The
pressure was on, but I think we impressed the cheering
crowd.
We set up our tents out of view of the community, made
supper, and collected sparsely scattered wood on the
beach. As darkness fell we had a campfire and happy
hour.
The next day we reversed our course. The sea stacks
looked different, coming at them from the opposite
direction. Four and a half hours later we were back at
Point LaHaye.
It’s a stunning coast to paddle and can be done in a day,
but is worth making it a two-day affair. A word of caution
- be very careful picking the day, as the unlimited fetch
from the south will make it very challenging with wind
and/or swell from that direction. A second option is to
drop a car at Point LaHaye and paddle from St. Vincent’s.
If you choose that route, you may have to drive back to St.
Vincent’s the next day, if the conditions make it too
difficult to paddle back.
Tony Roestenberg
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Cape St. Mary's - the trip & the rescue
Part One: The Trip
Last July, Brian, Clyde, Hazen and I drove out to Point
Lance for an overnight trip to Cape St. Mary's. We packed
our gear in our kayaks, then studied the surf dumping on
the beach as we planned our launch. Hazen was the last
to go. From my vantage point beyond the waves, it looked
like he had the worst of it. At one point I could not see
him at all, but then his bow came over the last wave and
he was out in the open sea with the rest of us.
There was little wind but there was a swell, causing us to
paddle out from the shoreline as we headed toward the
Cape. When I was able to paddle closer to the cliffs I felt
rather dwarfed by their height, but when I was further away
I could take in their riveting panorama. We followed the
coast to Golden Bay, where we would camp for the night.
The tide was up and there was far less surf than at Point
Lance, so the landing was fairly easy as long as we timed
our movements to the waves near the beach.
Drysuits and gear were laid in the sun to dry, and our tents
went up quickly in the field above the beach. We set up
our camp chairs on the beach and re-hydrated with cold
beer that Clyde had packed in a soft cooler. Life was good.
After a while Clyde and I got a cooking fire started, and we
had another cold beer. With supper finished and dishes
cleared, there was nothing left to do but feed the fire with
driftwood, chat, and take in the view.
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As the evening progressed, we noted the waves increasing
in frequency and height as the tide dropped, much more
intense then when we had landed near high tide. We
wondered if we would face those waves twelve hours later
when we left the beach. But all was fine the next morning.
Hazen was the first out, with a little help from Clyde. I
was second, and made it past the surf zone without
incident. We waited for the other two, perhaps drifting
closer to shore. Brian was next, and paddled to where
Hazen and I were. When Clyde left the beach I turned my
bow outwards and could see a bigger wave coming. I
paddled to it and got over before it broke. But right behind
it was a much larger wave bearing down. I dug in and
paddled hard directly toward it. Brian and Hazen were to
my left and further ahead. The wave steepened and I knew
I wasn’t going to make it. It broke on me and pretty much
stopped my forward motion.
“Shit, that was hard,” was the thought in my mind. All I
could see was the white of the churning water and, feeling
the kayak rolling to port, I had to brace with intent. Then
the turmoil settled and I dug in to get myself moving to get
myself further out. I glanced down at my foredeck and
noticed half my spare Euro paddle was missing and the
other half was hanging on by one end under the bungee
cord. My pump was hanging over the other side of the
kayak, with only the handle end nearest me under the
bungee. Then I noticed my apple, a fruit cup, and 2
bottles of water were no longer under my deck netting, and
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my GPS was poking halfway out of the net. I asked Hazen
to secure the half paddle still on my deck and the pump, as
I could not reach forward far enough to secure them under
the bungee myself.
Clyde got through the waves, and we all hung around
outside the surf zone, trying to see my half paddle floating
on the swells, but it was nowhere to be seen. My initial
instinct was to head back to the beach and wait for my half
of paddle to wash ashore, but I began to reason the
situation out in my mind. If I made a run to shore and got
on the wrong side of one of the bigger waves, I could
damage my kayak or hurt myself. One of the guys could
hook on to my kayak to help prevent me from getting
surfed in but with only a fifty foot tow rope that would put
them right in the surf zone with me once I got to shore.
Maybe several tow ropes could be secured together, but…
If I made it to shore safely, how long would I have to wait
for the paddle to wash in? Would it be there when I got
there, or would it be an hour? Two hours? We had twenty
kilometres to paddle to the take-out, plus a three hour drive
home, plus a stop to eat. How long do I wait on the beach
for it? The tide would be dropping for a couple more hours,
and these waves would likely intensify.
Assuming I landed without incident, and found my half
paddle fairly quickly, then I would have to get back off the
beach, running the risk of
getting nailed by another
wave, maybe losing gear
again, taking a swim, or
dislocating a shoulder. We
were all sitting safely
outside the surf, why take
chances? Going back to
the beach just might turn
into one of those first of
several cascading mistakes
leading to something much
more severe than a piece
of lost gear. I decided that
"avoidance" was the best
tool at my disposal, given
the conditions!
My half paddle wasn’t the
only casualty of our trip.
Both Brian and Hazen
were
missing
their
watches. They were not
certain whether they had
lost them paddling out or
had forgotten on the shore,
but it was not appealing to
them either to land to look
for a watch on the beach.
We carried on.
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It was a lovely day. There was no wind and lots of birds to
mesmerize us as we rounded the headland at Cape St.
Mary’s. The sky was filled with birds and they seemed to
be bothered by something. As we were rounding the
Cape, Brian said that it wouldn’t be a long walk from the
Interpretation Centre to our campsite to have a look for the
lost paddle. The wheels started turning in my mind.
Further along we landed at Lears Cove on a rocky beach
for a little stretch and a snack before continuing along the
coast to the take-out in St. Brides.
At St. Brides we unloaded the kayaks and piled gear and
boats onto Brian’s trailer and drove back to Point Lance to
pick up Clyde’s truck, and then headed to Branch to have
supper before driving back to town.

Part Two: The Rescue Mission
I watched the weather during the week. There weren’t any
storms, nor was there any significant wind. If my half a
Euro paddle made it back on shore, and got pushed high
enough up the beach it might just sit there for a while,
waiting for some-one to come along. The weather for
Cape St. Mary’s on Saturday called for sun and cloud, with
a chance of showers. I checked the tide for the area; low
tide was shortly after 3 pm. Saturday would be a good day
for a rescue mission.
I e-mailed the guys and
told them I was planning
on walking in to see if,
perchance, my paddle
was sitting pretty on the
beach. Brian came along
for company and to see if
his watch was on the
beach. On the morning
of July 28, a full week
after we left the beach in
Golden Bay, we headed
back down the highway.
We arrived at Cape St.
Mary’s in a blanket of
drizzly fog. It was supposed to have been sunny
with clouds by then. We
donned our rain gear and
stretched rain covers over
our backpacks.
We
thought it prudent to go
into the Interpretation
Centre to let them know
what we were up to. One
of the staff workers said,
“Oh, you’re the kayakers
we seen last weekend….”
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Then she told us
how the birds didn’t
seem to be bothered
by the motorized
boats when they
were near, but for
some unknown reason they would take
to wing and act up
whenever kayakers
were near the Cape.
The staff adamantly
advised us against
going to Golden Bay
with the wet and
foggy conditions of the day, “…best to come back
tomorrow when the weather improves.” Part of the trail
along the shoreline had been lost to erosion and we would
have to bushwhack through the tuckamore. With the fog,
we could get ourselves lost, since we had not done the trip
before and did not know the way. To hear them talk it was
a ‘Mission: Impossible’ scenario. I looked at Brian and told
him I was fine with going and he said he was as well. The
staff said they could not prevent us from going but if we
did they would surely end up calling in the search and
rescue to come looking for us later that evening. We let
them know we were equipped with GPS, maps and
compass, and had an InReach so we could contact
someone if there was an issue. And so, against the advice
of the staff, we set off.
The anticipated two-hour maximum hike to our campsite
took us longer. Most of the trail is in the open and easy
enough to follow if you pay attention. At one point,
though, the trail seemed to go right over the cliff; we
assumed was where staff told us the shore had fallen away.
We had to push our way through the dense tuckamore,
which really slowed our progress.
We stopped a few times in the trees, and checked where
we were relative to our anticipated path to adjust our
course. But the trees were so dense that mostly we just
meandered through what seemed be easiest, in the general
direction we wanted to go. Sometimes we had to get on
our knees and crawl; other times we had to make like a
moose and force our bodies through. At one point we
were separated by only about eight feet but we could not
see each other. Finally we broke out to an open area
above where the beach was and picked up a trail over the
bog that seemed to go in the right direction. Then we were
back into the tuckamore once again, and made a final push
into the open field to the west of where we had camped.
The tide was receding, as predicted, so a lot of beach was
exposed. If my paddle was here it should not be hard to
see, as the blade has an amber colour. Brian walked down
to the beach, while I stayed on the field above to have a
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better view. As we
walked along we
were able to scan
from both high and
low, ambling towards where we
had landed and
camped the week
before.
Near where we had
launched, I stopped
and scanned the
beach. I spotted the
amber of my paddle
blade quickly, and
called out to Brian. It was fully intact, no worse for wear.
Then he walked toward the beach, stooped over, and
picked up his missing watch! He had clearly left it on a
log when he was getting ready to launch. We scoured the
beach and tent site, but Hazen’s missing watch was
nowhere to be seen; it must have been lost as he paddled
out through the surf. We even found one of my bottles of
water - if only we'd found my fruit cup and apple too!
With half my paddle in hand, and the watch on Brian's
wrist, we went from "Mission: Impossible" to "Mission:
Possible" - all we had to do was hike back out without
incident.
We found a spot out of the wind and ate, quite pleased
with ourselves for finding our gear - another story to add to
our paddling adventures! We didn’t stay long though, as it
was still a dank and foggy day, and we were wet from the
hike in. We packed up and walked back along the open
grassy field to where we had come out of the tuckamore.
There was a trail on the other side of where we had come
out and we decided to follow this to see if it would bypass
some of the trees and save us some bushwhacking. It did
indeed, but in places ran dangerously close to the edge of
the cliff. The grass was wet and at times the terrain sloped
toward the cliff. If one of us slipped, there was absolutely
nothing to stop us from a long fall down to the rocks and
water below. We were extra cautious along these areas,
and eventually came out to where we had started our
bushwhacking on the hike in. The rest of the walk back to
the Interpretation Centre, to let them know that they didn't
have to send out a rescue team, was easy over the open
bog and fields.
Back at home, safe and sound, I mused that the rescue
went from "Mission: Impossible" at the Interpretation
Centre, to "Mission: Possible" on the beach with our gear,
to "Mission: Accomplished!" with my reassembled Werner
Shuna paddle in my hands.
Dean Fillier
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How I started paddling, or my life
on the Tickle
Ask me how the Tickle got its name and I’d be at a loss for
words. But ask me about what it was like as a boy growing
up just a stone’s throw away from the 5+ km stretch of
water from Portugal Cove to Bell Island? I might talk for
hours about my very fond memories of traversing this wellknown commute to the lovely Bell. My buddies and I as
young teenagers sailed this passage many times on the old
ferries known as the John Guy and the Catherine. Back
then it was perhaps the lure from the smell of their famous
Fish-N-Chips from Dicks, the local restaurant and watering
hole, that pointed our sails to this venture onto the waters.
Nowadays, it’s the thrill of circumnavigating the island for
kayaking adventures and basking in the natural beauty of
its steep cliffs and caves.
Oddly enough, having grown up so near the ocean, I was
only introduced to kayaking about five years ago. My first
kayak was a ten foot Pelican from Costco that I spent many
evenings and weekends learning how to paddle in the
local ponds. My taste for the salt water was brewing with
every visit to the St. Phillips Harbour, watching the
Wednesday evening crowd from Paddle Newfoundland
and Labrador head out through the narrow slipway into the
waters of Conception Bay and near the mouth of the tickle.
I had to be a part of it. Skip ahead to the last three years
and a surprise father’s day gift from my wife and son
landed me a more suitable boat. I was hooked on sea
kayaking.
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Now 20 bucks doesn’t get ya much these days, but it will
get you a membership in PNL. Best 20 bucks you can
spend, to be opened to a world of opportunity to explore
this wonderful province, to see breathtaking bays, ports,
harbours, inlets, coves and everything else you can think of
that is blessed by the waters surrounding this jewel of the
North Atlantic. No car rally or motorcycle club can hold a
candle to what this province has to offer from the
perspective of a kayak – bar none!
Of course, I opted to invest a little more and take a Paddle
Canada Skills Course to safely equip both my knowledge
and my passion for this fascinating thing they call
paddling. Thanks to the wonderfully gifted and super cool
folks at The Newfoundland Kayak Company, I obtained my
Level 2 and realized that the forward stroke is perhaps the
single most important skill one should possess when
embarking into a kayak and venturing onward. Knowledge
is never-ending, and only through patience and time will
one ever achieve. It was this point that I was receiving
emails from PNL, and the annual Tickle Swim in support of
Canadian Mental Health was a perfect fit for me. First and
foremost, it got me to be where I wanted to be as an avid
paddler – simply on the water – and no better place than
my former stomping grounds, the Tickle.
Most importantly, I kayak to relieve the everyday stresses
that mire us down as busy bees. Kayaking allows me to
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slow down and catch life with each precious breath. The
thrill for me as a kayaker is to throw my name in the hat
every summer to help out with the Tickle Swim. We all
have someone who is or will be experiencing some sort of
mental health crisis, and the need for support is
paramount. I simply reach out to one very brave soul who
has my utmost respect for swimming 5.1 kms in the cold
North Atlantic. We connect via social media, text or phone
to chat about any concerns we need to address before the
swim. The trust and connection between the swimmer and
their kayaker is fundamental. Usually, I have a list of items,
such as water, gloves, snacks and other small but important
incidentals, that I carry on the deck of my kayak, to offer at
the swimmer's request. There’s not as much mental
preparation for me as there is for the swimmer, but I do get
the jitters the night before the big day. I run through the
gear list sent out several weeks in advance, and load up the
night before to ensure there’s no time delay. Once on site, I
unload and head on over to the debriefing for kayakers and
sign the waiver. Then we head back to our boats and
position ourselves near the beach or launch site where the
swimmers take their plunge at the sound of the starting
horn. This is my second year volunteering and I didn’t
realize last year that all the swimmers were wearing the
same colour hat and pretty much the same colour black
suits, which made it a challenge to find your swimmer
amongst the splash of arms. Luckily for me, this year my
swimmer was the only one with a different colour beanie,
which made my meandering through the maze of kayakers
and swimmers a breeze.
The paddle for me is a leisurely scenic one with the goal of
pointing my kayak in the direction of the landing site on
the Bell Island side. The safety committee decides whether
or not it’s feasible to cross, but we all know and have
experiences as kayakers that mother nature has a mind of
her own. You must be vigilant to flag changing weather
conditions such as wind, current and swell that can throw
a swimmer off course and add unwanted extra strokes to
an already daunting swim. But fear not! There are several
volunteer boats, including the Coast Guard, who this year
gave their valuable time and equipment towards the cause
of safety. The key for me is constant communication with
my swimmer to ensure they are aware of their surroundings
and responsive to verbal course changes if I determine they
are drifting one way or the other. In many cases, a brief
stop is required for them to get their bearings and head for
the finish. The journey across the tickle is breathtaking
from anywhere – but especially from the seat of a kayak,
where you come in close encounters with seabirds,
jellyfish, seals, eagles - and if you’re really lucky, as we
were this year, a pod of lovely whales.

of the CMHA-NL, and to thank Sheilagh O’Leary, along
with staff, kayakers, local supporters, and volunteers, who
all helped make the 201 8 Tickle Swim a huge success and
a great day out on the water. It truly was an enjoyable
volunteer experience, which I will happily support in the
years to come.
What can I say – it’s a win win!
Roy Gilliard

It’s a given that I love paddling and even more so when I
can do it in the company of like-minded individuals who
are fulfilling the connection between mental health and
physical fitness. I must thank PNL for the opportunity to
give my perspective on this ever growing event in support
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